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Educate Me: Size Matters

SIZE MATTERS
WHICH SIZE MATTRESS IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
Single
Same thing as a Twin size (38” by 74”) mattress. These are quite
common in vacation homes, kids’ rooms and as daybeds. A
Single size mattress works well is a tiny room.
Single Long
The Single Long mattress measures 38” by 80”. We carry it, but in
limited selection as it is somewhat uncommon.
3/4
This size mattress is available in limited selection as it too is
somewhat uncommon. It measures 47” by 74”. This mattress
would fit an antique bed, or an option for a studio apartment.
Double
Double and Full size are the same. It’s a good choice for a child’s
room giving them room to grow and saving you money in
replacement costs down the road. Keep in mind, Double
mattresses can often be too short in length (53” by 74”) for the
average adult male.

Queen
Are among the most common for couples or sprawling sleepers.
The standard Queen size mattress is 60” by 80” and offers a little
more width over the Double size. Queens are perfect for smaller
primary bedrooms, for second bedrooms, teens and couples who
enjoy sleeping closer together.
King
A standard King mattress is also referred to as an Western King,
measures 76” by 80” and offers couples the maximum amount of
sleeping space. If you have a large bedroom and enjoy the feel of
luxurious space when you sleep, this is the size to think about.
California King
A Cal-King size mattresses offers four inches more length, with
less width than a Western or standard size King. It measures 72”
by 84”.
Now you have the 411 on mattress sizes. Which size is right for
you?
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